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"Why didn't they ask me before they did that?" 

Vista is the most radical revamping of Windows since 1995. But along with all  the fantastic improvements, there are a couple of things that drive you up the  wall. Maybe you're not seeing the performance you expect. Security is better,  but boy, is it annoying. And what's with that interface thing that's just in the  way? Well, you can fix all that. When you and Steve Sinchak are finished, you'll  think Microsoft designed Vista just for you. 

How to improve the view 

A few of the things you'll learn to do 

	Tweak logon screen settings  
	Build custom Sidebar gadgets  
	Personalize Aero Glass with themes and visual styles  
	Customize Internet Explorer 7  
	Configure BIOS for maximum boot speed  
	Crank up Windows Explorer  
	Turn your PC into an HDTV Media Center  
	Fine-tune your firewall 


About the Author 

Steve Sinchak is an entrepreneur who has started several technology-related  businesses. Steve is currently running a web development firm known as Advanced  PC Media LLC, which owns and operates several Web sites geared toward computer  enthusiasts. In addition to writing for his Web sites and running Advanced PC  Media LLC, he works as a Systems Engineer for a Global 100 company in the  financial services sector.

Steve has been working with computers for more than 15 years. Starting with a  desktop that had a 286-based processor, 1MB of RAM, and Windows 3.1, he taught  himself how to make Windows run faster on the slow hardware. Driven by a strong  curiosity to understand how Windows works, he spent countless hours researching  and experimenting with its inner workings and features. Over the years, he has  worked closely with all versions of Windows. In 2005 and 2006, Microsoft honored  him with the Most Valued Professional (MVP) award for his work with Windows and  his contributions to the Windows community.
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Network Security HacksO'Reilly, 2004
Nowhere is the term hacker more misconstrued  than in the network security field. This is understandable because  the very same tools that network security professionals use to probe  the robustness of their own networks also can be used to launch  attacks on any machine on the Internet. The...
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Flash 8 EssentialsFriends of Ed, 2005
As a creative professional or interactive developer, you'll be amazed at the exciting possibilities presented to you by the new features available in Flash 8; but as a busy designer, we know you won’t have as much time as you'd like to explore these new additions. Never fear—this book wastes no time looking at timeline basics,...
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Beginning POJOs: Lightweight Java Web Development Using Plain Old Java Objects in Spring, Hibernate, and TapestryApress, 2006
This book targets beginning to intermediate Java developers looking to build enterprise Web applications with the latest offerings from the open source Java community. In this book you’ll explore different approaches to building a Java Web application using a step-by-step approach.

Java’s history is a thorny and convoluted...
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iMovie '09 and iDVD Portable GeniusJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Digital camcoders and digital cameras have made it easy to capture video, and iMovie ’09 makes it almost as easy — and fun — to turn your raw footage into a professional-looking, broadcast-quality movie.

iMovie ’09 & iDVD Portable Genius shows you how to get up to speed with iMovie in the shortest possible...
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Microsoft System Center: Network Virtualization and Cloud Computing (Introducing)Microsoft Press, 2014

	Part of a series of specialized guides on System Center - this book delivers a focused overview of network virtualization capabilities and cloud computing scenarios. Series editor Mitch Tulloch and a team of System Center experts provide concise technical guidance as they step you through key technical scenarios and considerations.
...
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Food Oral Processing: Fundamentals of Eating and Sensory PerceptionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	This volume provides an overview of the latest research findings on the physics, physiology, and psychology of food oral consumption, as well as the experimental techniques available for food oral studies. Coverage includes the main physical and physiological functionalities of the mouth; the location and functionalities of various oral...
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